The Four-Step Process for Narrative Writing
The workshop is built so every attendee can get a clear grasp of the four steps, and through
exercises and group feedback, learn to consciously work the four step writing process.
Providing some basic theory, before the class, is useful for most attendees.

Engaging the process (Truman Capote and Lorraine Hansberry). Every writer does it their own way…

~
Anyone writing any story must take four basic steps:
1. Pick a tale to tell.
2. Answer the question, however vaguely: What is this story about? Then, decide what
terrain (what scenes, charters, etc.) to cover. An outline, a progression of events, starts to
take shape, if only in our heads.
3. Recall (non-ficti0n) or imagine (fiction) the basic “figures” (usually scenes where the
story “happened”), and dictate your first impressions of these figures onto the page. Your
“first draft.”
4. Craft this all into a finished narrative - the revision/editing step.
Most of us just start writing, intuitively toggling between these steps in a non-linear
dance. By making these steps conscious, and intentionally using them in a dynamic
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process, we usually discover more resources and command than when working the
process on feel. This makes us more efficient, and intentional, writers.
The first three steps concern the initial process of building a story (narrative
architecture), with no concern for content (themes, subject matter, genre, etc.). Once you
consciously engage the process, and make it your own, you can traverse across all
narrative forms, from poetry, to short stories, to fill in the blank.
The Four Steps sharpen our skills as prose engineers and story architects.
General Principals
Contemporary stories have for decades trended toward first person narratives - intimate,
and fast paced. But what gives stories their sparkle and soul are largely timeless qualities,
rarely determined by topical styles or genres. Understand this.
For example, American essayist and novelist, Ralph Ellison, wrote extensively about the
black experience. But Ellison read much more than stories from his native Harlem. His
study ranged from Plato to the French existentialists, resulting in work that reached
across race, religion, class and gender, and which spoke to us all as human beings.

The warp and weft of Ralph’s stories drew from universal forms and concerns. This made Ralph
Ellison a writer for all seasons and all people.

The Efficient Story Architect
Our stories are generally most effective when a conscious excavation and
organizational process precedes the formal writing and editing in Step 4.
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By first gathering story assets we can stalk our stories with a loaded gun, imbuing the
narrative with power and dimension. We write more efficiently as well – and that’s
important because time is a resource that requires careful managing.
STEP ONE: Choosing The Right Story
Writers are advised to “write what you know.” Or to write what’s important to us. While
true, it’s equally crucial to write what we are good at.
We might love poetry, say, but have no faculty for creating poems ourselves (me). Many
skilled journalists dream of writing novels or short stories. But they must make a living,
and for them, journalism is sustainable.
Work at what you are good at. Experiment with what fascinates you.
Every writer must answer this what-to-write question for themselves. But when you have
natural aptitude for something worthwhile, accept the challenge to thrive. For many,
myself included, it’s a tradeoff. I do certain projects because I am good at them and they
pay well. That frees me up to do other stuff that is closer to my heart.
HOW TO CHOOSE
Go with a story that fascinates you like crazy, is emotionally charged, is fraught with risk
or conflict, or has special importance or meaning, to mention a few factors. These stories
feel like you HAVE to write them down.
Bottom line: Pick the story that, the moment you think about it, snaps you up in your chair
and shoots sparks through your body. This internal surge means your unconscious is
ready to spontaneously discharge all the primitive, gut-bucket material that drives robust
stories. Such stories “tell themselves.” The formal composition/editing process is still
grueling. But nothing compared to the hell of trying to infuse a story with the gusto it
sorely lacks. That’s the fast track to writer’s block.
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A Common Trap: Trying to Force the Wrong Story
If thinking about a given story does not stir your embers, or fascinate you deeply, why do
you still need to write it? It likely won’t demonstrate wonder, conviction, nuance and
horsepower. Trying to write a story missing these dynamics is like looking for Waldo.
Carefully consider the story you choose to write because you’ll likely have to
live with it for a good long time.
Signs that a story is ready for telling:
MENTAL CHARGE: A subject or scenario your thoughts keep returning to.
Something unforgettable. That won’t let you go.
EMOTIONAL CHARGE: You get fired up, saddened, inspired, spun out in
thought just to recall the story.
PHYSICALLY CHARGED: Something involving real, personal stakes, where you
might have gotten (or were) frightened, injured or killed. When you stood to
lose everything.
TRANSCDENDENTAL CHARGE: The story transcends gender, race, creed,
beliefs, philosophies, all measurements, and speaks to humanity.
Matching Yourself to the Material
What we’re after is material (for us writers, a story) that best suits our skillset. When
that happens, magic often follows. This applies to all art forms.
Case in point: A young Aretha Franklin signed with CBS records, but after five years and
as many albums, it wasn’t happening. Her records didn’t sell, and she felt unfulfilled and
unrealized. She was singing the wrong songs.
“I’m trying to find out who I am [as a singer],” she said in an interview, “and I don’t know
yet.”
CBS dropped her and she signed with another label, who sent her to a studio in Muscle
Shoals, Alabama (middle of Bumfuck, USA). That studio, and the house musicians (The
Swampers) who played there, would produce some of the greatest singers, songs and
albums of the 20th century. Aretha was their first female star. Said Mic Jagger: “In Muscle
Shoals, Aretha found material that brought out the essence of her.”
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The moment you find the material that best suits your talents, you will instantly know as
much and will achieve liftoff. And that’s a beautiful thing.
Starting with charged material is often your royal road to the launch pad.
It can be argued that commercial success never indicates a writer’s true endowments.
Nevertheless, there’s something to learn from this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbA931UxX68&feature=emb_logo

It’s crucial to pick the right story to tell because on average, a short story in the 2,5006,000 word range usually takes about two weeks to rough out a first draft. Some come
faster. But working on the wrong story is a huge time suck and saps our motivation.
STEP TWO: Skeletal Outline
Once James Michener decided to write a book (some of which approached 1,000 pages),
he’d condense the entire story down to a few lines on a 3 x 4- inch filing card. This
process often took him days, sometimes months.
We all discover things about the story through the writing itself, things impossible to
know beforehand. But start with a skeletal outline of the principal story beats. What is the
story really about? Tweak it as you go. The outline is not fixed in granite. But having a
target sets your aim. Your writing becomes more directed and purposeful. Read: agency.
The Michener method (very brief outline) is so spare that we never risk becoming a “slave
to the outline,” because there is not enough there to enslave us. If Michener had written
Moby Dick, his outline (what the story is) might have read:

The epic voyage of the whaling ship, Pequod, and its captain, Ahab, who relentlessly
pursues the great whale, Moby Dick, during a journey around the world.
The narrator is Ishmael, a sailor on the Pequod, who needed a job and loves the sea.
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Once you nail what the story is (aka, the log line), in a few telling lines, rough out a
basic, linear progression of the basic story beats (aka, “figures”).
In short: (A) Formulate a logline (what the story is, in two or three lines), then
move on to (B), a bare bones progression of what happened – the figures you will
later flesh out.
Examples drawn from the visual arts establish the value of this bare bones outline.
Before they start, oil and water color painters scribble various stick figures onto the
canvas - shapes and contours that roughly describe, and position, the main figures
(people, places and things) they intend to include in their composition. Such figures lack
telling detail. They are initial summaries and spare signposts, around which the artists
will build their worlds.

Left and Right: Two examples of an initial sketch, and the final painting.
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Sketch (under-drawing)

Close to finished

Another useful visual art concept is the vanishing point, where the lines in a given
scene converge at a point in the distance. Few stores features many straight lines,
but it is helpful to know where the various threads might eventually converge, if
they do. Plotting your vanishing point is one way to maintain a coherent
perspective, increasing your odds that the story accrues.

Vanishing Point

FIGURES
Every story involves a narrator (in both third and first person) presenting a sequence of
incidents or scenes. The “what happened” in the story. These “what happened” moments
comprise the figures of your skeletal outline. Think of these figures (incidents, scenes) as
bones.
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Skilled writers always consider these figures, especially early on, when all they might see
is a vanishing point – or where the story is heading. The story is still an imagined
property because the relationship between the figures is vague. It’s only when you
arrange the figures in a particular sequence that the progression takes shape and emerges
as a story. You don’t need that many figures (scenes) to achieve this effect. What you
need are the right ones in the right place at the right time.
Organizing your figures (scenes, beats, plot points, etc.) into a skeletal, sequential outline
helps keep the proportions right, especially in terms of value, size and emphasis. You can
discover these things through the formal writing process (Step 4), but you’ll probably
waste a lot of time on false starts and fiddling about on the wrong stuff.
Helpful thoughts for writing a skeletal outline:
The main thing is to keep the main thing the main thing. Outlines help limit
overwriting - adding stuff we don’t need - and excursions into barren ground. The
skeleton outline keeps us focused on the main thing. A narrator (Ismael); a ship on
a mission; Captain Ahab; chasing Moby Dick.
We cannot overestimate the uselessness of almost everything. Again, outlines
narrow our focus to what is vitally needed to tell the story – and nothing else.
Outlines help us adjust the signal-to-noise ratio. A skeletal outline helps us limit
the noise (irrelevant detail) and dial in the signal – before we start writing.
STEP THREE: Generating Source Material
Step 2 (skeletal outline) is an X-ray of the bare bones of the story – the principal
figures. Step 3 is our first effort to flesh those figures out.
The biggest trap of Step 3 is the urge to try and produce formal (polished) writing.
NO! In Step 3 we merely rough out the figure, as spontaneously as possible. For
many writers, Step 3 is a battle against their compulsion to remain in control.
The Trance
All effective stories create a trance state that we drop into and experience, from inside the
trance, remaining there until we stop reading, or the story ends. Movies are particularly
effective at creating this trance. They hook us and pull us in, where we experience the
story as flies on the wall. Fully present, embedded in the middle of it.
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Lost in The Story Trance

Step Three involves conjuring our own trance, accomplished by full immersion in the
figures of our story. Nothing mystical or strange about it. It’s the simple use of memory
and imagination, holding the figure in our minds (say, for example, when Flossie left me
for the Bulgarian drummer, or when you found the backpack full of peyote, or when I fell
off the bridge, or the time the Kodiak bear charged into your tent…) till we connect with
the entire gestalt of the figures, and enter the “trance.” Once we do, and feel the voltage,
we spontaneously let fly whatever comes up.
This is NOT an exercise in formal writing. More like taking short hand, letting the story
(our unconscious) speak through us. Because the figures are charged, we have access to a
wellspring of raw, feral, immediate material that will provide the firepower to drive the
story – so long as we capture it raw.
Step Three is akin to a jazz musician taking a solo. She knows the key, the meter, the
melody, and the tone of the particular song (the figures in our short outline). But she
doesn’t know beforehand what she will play during her solo, or it wouldn’t be a solo,
which is a spontaneous expression, basically a gut reaction to encountering the figure,
reflecting back or imagining the scene in question.
Another way of considering this: take a simple conversation with a friend. Your friend
asks: “Hey, Godiva, I heard you spent a night in jail down in Tijuana.” You quite naturally
and spontaneously respond with whatever comes to mind, as you reflect back on that long
night in a Mexican jail. Providing you are not self-conscious and are simply relating the
truth, what you say will fly from your mouth, requiring no more effort than the act of
remembering. All the crucial material is “right there” in your body.
That’s how you work Step 3. You don’t do what you’d never do in normal conversation,
and try and formulate your words into polished prose. That always sounds feigned, like
someone reading from a book. You just let it rip. Your memories, feelings, and ability to
spontaneously put words to your experiences will do all the work for you.
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What comes up and what you jot down will often be impressions, reactions, feelings
searching for words, little fragments of dialogue, images, sounds, how your body feels,
fears, and so forth. It’s a stream of consciousness off-loading of the most charged and
immediate stuff that geysers up when we drop into the figure. Everyone does it their own
way, just as everyone talks differently.
Here’s my notes from Third-Stepping the opening paragraph (first figure) from a story I
recently wrote for a new collection of short stories:

Sun up. Side of El Capitan. Mike L. and I just rousing ourselves in our hammocks. A rushing
sound. Loud as a goddam rocket. Gotta be rock fall. A lot of it. Heading right for us. We’re
toast. I curl up like a bug in my hammock. No shelter. Two BASE jumpers shoot past right
over our heads and we scream like crazy at HEARING and seeing this. Shocked and relieved
to still be alive. We watch the two forms dive like falcons. 2,000 feet in no time. Shrink to
dots as the ground rushes up. The pop of their chutes are loud as shotgun blasts. My whole
body is shaking like crazy. Can’t hardly breath. A beater station wagon races up and stops
on the loop road way down there. The jumpers land in the meadow, gather up their canopies
and jump into the wagon and race off. This jump is way illegal and if the rangers catch
them they’re going to jail forever. We start laughing and can’t stop cause we’re still alive.
Mike thinks he pissed himself. On a scale of one to a shitload, this is off the chart. Whole
thing takes maybe 60 seconds.
You keep moving, blow by blow, from figure to figure, and often proceed in a non-linear
trajectory. Going back when you remember stuff, and forward when something else
springs to mind.
Step Three provides us with “something to write about.” It’s what we most remember
about the figure, if it happened, or what we imagine, for fiction writing. If the figures are
not charged, little to nothing will spring up. Wrong story.
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You have to forget about being a “fine writer” for Step 3 to ever work for you. Step 3 is an
invitation to be your spontaneous self, 100 percent. Looking again at the visual arts gives
clues on how to get jiggy with Step Three. See how the artists do it.
Consider gesture drawing. A gesture drawing is not a finished product. For example,
fashion designers often use croquis - a quick sketch of a live model. The basic idea (when
sketching a person) is that from direct observation, you draw a basic figure, representing
the major masses. Start with the “S” curve of the spine, the angle of the hips and the
shoulders, then you sketch in simple legs, arms and head. Once you’ve done this, you’ve
gotten all the critical landmarks. No matter what details you later add, the important part
is the pose itself, the action gesture. That’s where the observation drawing (connecting
with the figure) comes in.
A writer observes a given figure (as jotted out in your bare bones outline) from within the
story trance, and he/she spontaneously roughs it out from there, basically speaking onto
the page. Capture the “gesture” loosely and quickly, before you start thinking about it and
start measuring your words.
Where croquis is a quick sketch using lines to record an event or person, pochade is a
quick color sketch to capture atmosphere. The visual and emotional feel of a scene or
figure. Many artists use pochade when painting plein air and return with their sketches to
the studio to use them in planning large-scale landscape paintings. Impressionists
like Claude Monet and Edouard Manet took this even further, turning their pochades into
an end product.
What Monet and Manet did. That’s the essence of combining the first three steps with
the polished composition sought in Step Four.
STEP FOUR
Aside from the basic composition we all learn growing up, Step 4 is what we learn in
literature courses and in books, blogs, interviews, Master Classes, seminars, etc., about
writing. The more we read, across all platforms, the more we bring to the artform. We
need not go deeply into that here. Our focus is on what we likely won’t learn in school or
from books about writing: The first Three Steps. And how to use this knowledge in a
dynamic writing process – which we will briefly explore in a minute.
For Step 4, there are two facets of composition that are critical to master, so far as we
can: A) how to pare back our prose to gain clarity, unity, narrative economy and
movement; and B) how to best use punctuation.
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For “A,” get William Zinsser’s On Writing Well, and study Chapter 3: Clutter. Read it every
day till the concepts are burned onto your brain like a brand. Link below:
http://richardcolby.net/writ2000/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/On-Writing-Well-30thAnniversa-Zinsser-William.pdf
For “B,” buy Lawrence Weinstlein’s new (a surprising best seller), “Grammar for a Full
Life.” Keep reading it till you know it.

Revise, revise, revise…

THE FOUR STEP PROCESS
Writing tutorials are typically long on buzz words, bullet points and formulae. Just do this
and that, and your prose will sing like Sara Vaughn. But there is no formula because
writing is not math or science, and there’s no “right” answer, or way to do it. In my
experience, it’s crucial for all professionals to engage a dynamic writing process. While
the process will change, project to project, more and more principals will hold as you gain
experience.
But there are a few key things to keep in mind:
You do not occupy the same mind space for Step 3 and Step 4. Writer and editor Jeff
Jackson says that roughing out the figures (Step 3), and doing formal writing (Step 4), are
two totally different skills. Great writing requires both skills, not just Step 4. Why is that
such a challenge for most of us? The question is worth a few words.
Many writers have no trust – or see no reason - in simply talking onto the page, even
though they converse with friends and family, unrehearsed, all the time. So they cannot
let go of control enough to enter the trance and get at the basic stuff that powers the
story. Or, they believe only formally wrought work counts for anything. Why not go
straight to it? The reason goes like this:
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Conversation is our immediate response to a memory, a plan, a person (and their story),
or an idea. Narrative writing is an exercise in trying to bottle experience. Experience has
a profound immediacy about it that we must somehow evoke in our writing, lest our
stories are not alive, rather they are mental mock ups of experience, mere commentary
about life, not life itself. The “trance” mentioned earlier is the mojo writers work to
create the illusion of life via the written word. The trance trades on immediacy, best
found not in refined ideas, but in the rough and tumble lives of our characters.
The aim of Step 4 is to retain the immediacy and veracity of life, while creating narrative
art. It is the melding of real life with creative representation. Step 3 is our real time
pipeline to real life. What arises is the resource that we revise and style into art.
Enough theory. Wrangle with this for a while, and all will come clear.
WHERE THE HELL ARE WE?
We are never exclusively in one or the other steps. Think of the times we get stuck during
an edit because the writing feels stiff, mannered, denatured. We are not saying what
needs saying in a way that moves or captivates. The trance cannot hold. Here, we go back
to Step 3, sense into the figure and look for some missing gun powder. Some straight talk
or passionate something that can vitalize the words.
GO BACK
We might get half way through Step 4, and realize that what we thought the story was
about, is not precisely so. The story demands to be something else, if only slightly. So we
return to Step 1 and keep working on those few lines till we nod and say, “That’s it.” For
now… Looping around, forward and back, is the dynamic part of the process.
That said, no writer ever knows exactly what story they are writing, because no story is
simply one thing. And every reader will take something different from the work.
For my writing, my most common move within the Four Steps is to move from Step 4 back
to 3. The work gets stiff and mental and I need to have the spontaneous part of me weigh
in with a few frank, unadorned words. It’s like taking a shot of truth serum. Works like a
charm.
Lastly, whenever I get bogged down or stuck on a given passage, I know from experience
that the worst option is to keep trying harder to make the thing work. Almost always the
best choice is to nix the whole passage. Just lose it. You might be surprised how well this
works in a majority of cases.
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CONCLUSION
The Four Steps are presented individually because each requires close study and careful
execution. But fluency here means the ability to freely traverse all steps as needed – the
dynamic process. Upwards of ninety percent of most writer’s time is expended in Step 4.
Still, the work done in the first three steps is crucial, as it sets the course for most
everything that follows. No writer is ever perfectly on track. It’s always a subtle game of
course correction. We’re always building the ship as we sail it. So develop the flexibility to
change things up, as needed. The Four Steps go far in making the process conscious and
intentional, increasing our odds of reaching home port after all.
All great writing and all true art aims to create a facsimile of life, in all its shades and
colors. Beware of romanticism, or life as we’d like it to be. Or realism – people as they
seem with their insides left out. Muster up your own take on reality - nostalgic,
transporting, melancholy, witty and funny, sometimes delusional, sometimes brutally
raw. Distill yourself onto the page. Put your heart in your story. All of it. And all your guff
and bullshit. Then apply a warm, imaginative touch.
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